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Abstract: Increasing water demand due to urbanization creates a need to develop schemes for
managing water supply networks (WSNs). In recent years, hydraulic modeling of WSNs has
been used to assess the state of networks in terms of leakage analysis and pressure control. These
models are based on demand-driven modeling (DDM) analysis and pressure-driven modeling (PDM)
analysis. The former assumes that the nodal demand is fulfilled consistently regardless of the nodal
pressure head. The latter appraises the demand as a function of the available pressure head at the
nodes. In a previous paper by Adedeji et al. (2017), an algorithm was presented for background
leakage detection and estimation in WSNs. The results demonstrated that the algorithm allows
the detection of critical pipes and the indication of the nodes where such critical pipes are located
for possible pressure control. However, such an algorithm assumes a demand-driven condition of
WSNs. In this paper, a pressure-driven modeling is integrated into the developed algorithm with
emphasis on its impact on the background leakage estimate. The results obtained are compared to
the demand-driven analysis using two WSNs as case studies. The results presented, which consider
pipe and node levels, demonstrate that the reliance of the nodal demand on the available pressure
head at the node influences the magnitude of the background leakage flow. It is conceived that
this investigation might be crucial for the background leakage estimation while considering WSNs
operating under pressure-deficient conditions. In this paper, the solution time for both simulation
scenarios is also presented.

Keywords: background leakage estimate; hydraulic models; leakage estimation; pressure-driven
modeling; water loss; water supply networks

1. Introduction

Supplying good quality drinking water to meet the ever-increasing consumer demand has become
a major task for water utilities. This impels the need to perform water network asset management to
evaluate the state of underground or above-ground water pipelines for system planning, schedule
maintenance, loss reduction, and demand prediction purposes. In water distribution networks,
water loss is a typical challenge to the operational services of water utilities. The problem associated
with these losses is gargantuan in scale, thus, the need for cost-effective techniques for leakage detection
has become an increasingly important area of research in recent years [1].

During recent decades, water utilities have received distinctive proposals to confine leakage in
water supply frameworks. These are based on devices such as leak noise correlators, acoustic noise
loggers, ground-penetrating radars, step testing, combined acoustic loggers and correlators, electronic
step testers, digital correlators, and advanced ground microphones [1,2]. As of late, the acquisition
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of geographic information and supervisory control systems in the water industries has allowed the
utilization of hydraulic models for investigating the condition of the water networks in near real-time.
These investigations have been used, for example, for network design and optimization, leakage
analysis, as well as pressure control for leakage minimization [3–16].

Most software packages used for water network simulation such as EPANET assume that
the water demand at the nodes is fulfilled consistently regardless of the network nodal pressure.
This presumption disentangles the problem, even though it is only legitimate for WSNs under normal
operating conditions [17,18] where the pressure can be relied upon to satisfactorily fulfill the nodal
demand. Nonetheless, practically speaking, a WSN behaves in such a way that if the pressure at a node
falls beneath a base level because of some network events, for example, network failures or valve
shut down, the flow from this node will significantly reduce, and in extreme cases, the discharge will
become zero, irrespective of the actual demand [17]. Consequently, for some pressure-deficient WSNs,
where the demand cannot be met at certain consumer nodes, integrating a pressure-driven modeling
(PDM) into the hydraulic models of water networks would offer a pragmatic simulation.

In WSNs, background leakage is that of outflow from small cracks, and because these are
characterized by a diffuse flow, they are difficult to detect using measuring instruments, they thus pose
a threat to water utilities. The estimation of such leakage flow could prove valuable for reducing water
loss volume in various water supply networks [19–21]. The aim of this paper is to integrate a PDM
analysis into the algorithm in [21] and investigate its impact on the background leakage estimation in
water supply networks. The analysis may be useful for leakage estimations in water networks under
low-pressure conditions or areas of low-pressure occurrence in the network. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows. The next section presents the overview of pressure-driven demand functions.
In Section 2, the integration of the PDM and the background leakage model into the water network
hydraulic formulation using graph theory is presented. Section 3 presents the analysis of the case
study networks used as numerical examples, while Section 4 concludes the paper.

Overview of Pressure-Dependent Demand Functions

Numerous research attempts have been conducted to oversee the pressure-dependent demand
(PDD) relationships. Among the notable PDD functions are the Heaviside step function proposed by
Bhave [22] as expressed in Equation (1), the PDD function of Wagner et al. [23] and Chandapillai [24]
shown in Equation (2), and that of Wu et al. [25] presented in Equation (3).
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In these equations, c(h), qrq
i , and hi denote the pressure-dependent demand function, the demand,

and the pressure head (the difference between the piezometric head and the elevation) at node i,
respectively; while hmin

i is the minimum nodal pressure head under which water cannot be supplied
from node i; hser

i denotes the service pressure head necessary to fully satisfy the required demand at
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node i; and hthres
i represents the threshold pressure head above which the demand is not dependent on

the nodal pressure. Some other PDD relationships may be found in the literature [2,26–29].
Despite the numerous definitions of the pressure-dependent demand relationships, the function

represented by Equation (2) is most broadly used and is adopted in this study. In this relationship,
the pressure-dependent nodal demand (c(h)) falls between zero and the desired service demand (qser

i )
depending on the state of the WSNs. In some cases where field data is not available, hmin

i under
which no water can be supplied by the node may be set as the ground elevation at each node [18].
Furthermore, hser

i below which the nodal demand cannot be completely satisfied may be carefully
chosen to vary between 14 m to 15 m or more [30,31].

2. Methods

Integrating a PDD Function and Pressure-Dependent Leakage Modeling in the WSN Hydraulic
Model Formulation

Any network, whether electrical, structural, water, or other fluid, can be represented in terms
of topological matrices derived from the structure of the network. Take into account a WSN with
np number of pipes, nj number of nodes with unknown heads, and n f number of fixed-head nodes
(nodes with known heads), in terms of network topological matrices, the flows and heads in the
network may be represented by a system of equations as

Eq− AT
s h− AT

f h f = 0

Asq + d = 0

}
, (4)

where E is a diagonal matrix of dimensions (np × np) relating the head losses to the flow in each pipe
as E = diag(k|Q|α−1). Both h and h f are the head at the junction and fixed-head nodes, respectively.
q and d are the vector of the unknown flow in each pipe and the demand at the junction nodes. As of
size (nj × np) and A f of size (n f × np) are the incidence sub-matrices with As connecting the pipes to
the junction nodes and A f connecting pipes to the fixed-head nodes. These two matrices are derived
from the network incidence matrix A expressed as shown in Equation (A1).

To integrate a PDM, the demand vector in Equation (4) comprises the PDD function c(h) from
Equation (2) and the pressure-dependent leakage model. Following similar procedure by Giustolisi et al.
(2008), the pressure-dependent leakage relationship is defined in the vector of the nodal leakage flow
rate. Therefore, Equation (4) may be rewritten as

Eq− AT
s h− AT

f h f = 0

Asq + (c(h) + qnl) = 0

}
, (5)

where qnl denotes the (nj × 1) vector of the pressure-dependent nodal leakage flow rate computed
from the pipe leakage model qj−leak (the vector of the pipe background leakage flow rate). Using the
topological incidence matrix, both qnl and qj−leak are derived as shown in Equations (A2)–(A5).

Thus, it is possible to write Equation (5) conveniently as

f (x) = f

q

h

 =

 E −AT
s

As 0


q

h

+

 −AT
f h f

c(h) + qnl

 = 0. (6)

The function f (x) = f (q, h) = 0 may be solved using Newton–Raphson (NR) method based on
the Jacobian of f (x). The Jacobian matrix J of the function in Equation (6) may be expressed as shown
in Equation (A6).
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Therefore, when the Newton–Raphson method is applied to Equation (6) at each iteration “k”,
the estimate of the nodal head and the flow in each pipe is given as

h(k+1) = (B + N1 + Nlk)
−1
[
−{Asq(k) + (c(h(k)) + qnl)}+ (N1 + Nlk)h(k) + AsN−1

(
Eq(k) − AT

f h f

)]
(7)

q(k+1) = q(k) − N−1
(

Eq(k) − AT
s h(k+1) − AT

f h f

)
. (8)

In a similar manner to the demand-driven modeling (DDM) analysis [21,32], the estimate of the
head in this analysis is expressed as

h(k+1) = (B + Nlk)
−1
[
−{Asq(k) + (d + qnl)}+ Nlkh(k) + AsN−1

(
Eq(k) − AT

f h f

)]
. (9)

The PDM formulation is very similar to the conventional demand-driven modeling (DDM)
formulation as it may be noticed in Equation (7) and Equation (9), the only distinction lies within
the appearance of N1 and within the description of the nodal demand as pressure-dependent.
Therefore, a PDM may be simply integrated into the DDM without any advanced mathematical
formulations. All computations were done using MATLAB R2013a software; Mathworks,
Massachusetts, United States, on a hp EliteBook 8560p computer with a 6 GB RAM and 64-bit operating
system; HP Inc., Palo Alto, California, United States. A tolerance of 10−5 [33] was used as the stoping
criterion. The effect of the two hydraulic model simulation scenarios, the DDM analysis, and the PDM
analysis on the background leakage estimation were compared and analyzed.

3. Results and Analysis

Numerical Examples

To realize the objective of this study, two WSNs (as illustrated in Figure 1) were used as case
studies. β = 2.0× 10−8 [19] was assumed for both networks. In Figure 1a, schematics of the WSN used
for the numerical example (Network 1) is presented. As observed in Figure 1a, the network consists
of 12 pipes interconnected between nine nodes. An elevated reservoir which acts as a supply node
is provided where the water is supplied by gravity at a head of 100 m. In addition, the pipes have
a varying diameter from 100 mm to 250 mm while the demand at the nodes varies between 62.5 L/s
to 208.1 L/s. The Hazen–Williams model is used for the head loss estimation. The Hazen–Williams
coefficient for all the pipes is equal to 130. The data relating to the nodes and pipes of this network
may be found in [29]. For this network, the PDM analysis was executed by setting the service pressure
head to 10 m. The minimum pressure head below which no water can be supplied from the node was
set to 0 m to perform the PDM scenario.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. The schematics of the case study networks used for the numerical examples: (a) network 1;
(b) network 2.
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Figure 2 relays the profile of the nodal leakage flow with regard to the particular demand at
the node for both simulation scenarios, i.e., DDM analysis (Figure 2a) and PDM analysis (Figure 2b)
for network 1. In both scenarios, the magnitude of the background leakage flow in all the nodes is
lower compared to the demand. The peak of the leakage flow is noticed in node 4, although with
a slightly increased level for the PDM analysis (Figure 2b). A slight increment may be noticed in nodes
5, 6, 7, and 8 in Figure 2b as compared to the DDM case in Figure 2a. This is due to the relatively
high pressure head status observed in the PDM when compared to the DDM case for this network.
In addition, for both simulation scenarios, no leakage flow occurs in node 9. This is because node
9 is characterized by a negative pressure head. Furthermore, it is observed that for both scenarios,
the profile of the leakage flow and the required demand follow a similar trend from node 2 to node 9.

By analyzing the profile of the pipe discharge and the pipe leakage flow for both scenarios as
presented in Figure 3, it is obvious in Figure 3a that the leakage flow in some pipes, for example,
pipes 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, and 12, is much lower when compared to their corresponding pipe discharge.
Moreover, for pipes 2, 4, 6, and 8, the leakage flow is almost half of their corresponding discharge,
as can be seen in Figure 3a. In Figure 3b for the PDM case, and in a similar manner to the result
presented in Figure 3a, it is observed that the level of the leakage flow in pipes 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11,
and 12 is much lower compared to their corresponding actual pipe discharge. However, for pipe 4 and
6, the leakage flow is more than half of their corresponding discharge.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Nodal demand vs. the leakage flow for each node for the case study network 1:
(a) demand-driven modeling (DDM) analysis; (b) pressure-driven modeling (PDM) analysis.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. The pipe discharge and the leakage flow in each pipe for the case study network 1: (a) DDM
analysis; (b) PDM analysis.
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Comparing both figures, for the PDM case in Figure 3b, the level of the leakage flow in all the pipes
is slightly higher than those in Figure 3a for the DDM analysis. As discussed earlier, the reason for this
is the relatively high pressure head status observed in the PDM when compared to the DDM case for
this network. In addition, no leakage flow is noticed in pipes 10 and 12 for both cases. These pipes
(i.e., pipes 10 and 12) are connected to node 9 which is characterized by a negative pressure.

The total network flows at the pipe and node levels are compared for both scenarios, the results
are shown in Figure 4. As observed in the DDM analysis (Figure 4a), the leakage flow at the pipe level
is almost 25% of the total pipe discharge. However, for the PDM case in Figure 4b, about 33% is lost as
a result of leakage. Considering the node level, about 33% of the total demand is lost as a result of
leakage for the DDM analysis (Figure 4a) and around 37% for the PDM analysis (Figure 4b). From this
analysis, it may be observed that the total network leakage level for the PDM case is higher than that
of the DDM case. As explained in the other figures, the reason for this is the relatively high pressure
head status observed in the PDM when compared to the DDM case for this network.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Total network leakage flow with respect to the nodal demand and pipe discharges for the
case study network 1: (a) DDM analysis; (b) PDM analysis.

The above investigations are also considered for a much larger network designed for an industrial
area in Southern Italy. Figure 1b relays the schematics of the WSN used for this numerical example
(network 2). The network is a real planned water supply network designed for an industrial area in
the town of Apulia (a city in Southern Italy). The network consists of 34 pipes interconnected between
24 nodes. The pipes have varying lengths and diameters, which range from 158.2 m to 955.7 m and
100 mm to 368 mm, respectively. As observed in Figure 1b, water is supplied from node 24 at a head
of 36.45 m. Furthermore, the demand at the junction nodes varies between 7.575 L/s to 17.034 L/s.
The Hazen–Williams model is used for the head loss estimation. The Hazen–Williams coefficient for
all the pipes is equal to 150. The data relevant to this network may be found in [34]. For this network,
the PDM analysis was executed by setting the minimum and the service pressure heads to 10 m and
30 m, respectively.

Figure 5 relays the profile of the nodal leakage flow with regard to the particular demand for this
case study (network 2); Figure 5a for the DDM analysis and Figure 5 for the PDM analysis. In both
scenarios and in a similar manner to the results presented in Figure 2, it is observed that the level of
the leakage flow at the node is much lower compared to the demand. Additionally, for both scenarios,
the leakage and the demand at the node follows similar patterns. More importantly, the level of the
leakage flow for the PDM analysis is slightly higher than that of the DDM analysis. This is due to the
relatively high pressure status observed in the PDM when compared to the DDM case for this network.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. Nodal demand vs. the leakage outflow for each node for the case study network 2: (a) DDM
analysis; (b) PDM analysis.

In terms of the pipe discharge and the pipe leakage flow for both scenarios as presented in Figure 6,
for obvious reasons, the actual flow in each pipe for the PDM analysis (Figure 6b) is relatively low
compared to that of the DDM analysis (Figure 6a). Depending on the network boundary conditions,
when PDM conditions are used, the required demand at the nodes is generally lower than (or at the
most, equal to) the DDM case. Therefore, the estimated required flow in the pipes is expected to
decrease for the PDM case. In a situation where the supplied network boundary conditions are such
that the demand at the nodes is satisfied, the flow in the pipes for the PDM case is expected to be equal
to that of the DDM case. Moreover, the level of the leakage flow for both scenarios is almost the same
and is close to zero. However, this is slightly higher for the PDM case as may be noticed in pipe 2
and pipe 22. Thus, for both simulation scenarios, almost all the pipes are characterized by nearly zero
leakage flows. The same pattern is observed for both simulation scenarios.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. The pipe discharge and the leakage flow for the case study network 2: (a) DDM analysis;
(b) PDM analysis.

In Figure 7, the overall network leakage at the node and pipe level with respect to the actual
pipe discharge and the nodal demand for both DDM (Figure 7a) and PDM (Figure 7b) is compared.
Considering the pipe level, almost 8% of the total flow is lost through leakage for the DDM analysis,
as is shown in Figure 7a, while nearly 23% of the flow is lost through leakage when the PDM analysis
in Figure 7b is considered. Moreover, the node level analysis revealed that about 33% of the total
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network demand is lost through leakage when the DDM analysis is considered (Figure 7a) while about
45% is lost for the PDM analysis (Figure 7b). Figure 8 shows the computational solution time of the
results obtained for the case study WSNs and three other WSNs; the network characteristics are shown
in Table 1, considering both simulation scenarios, when computed on the MATLAB R2013a software
on a hp EliteBook 8560p computer with a 6 GB RAM and 64-bit operating system. These results show
that the DDM case (Figure 8a) is faster to compute than the PDM case (Figure 8b).

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Total network leakage flow with respect to the nodal demands and pipe discharges for the
case study network 2: (a) DDM analysis; (b) PDM analysis.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Comparison of the solution time for the case study networks: (a) CPU time for the DDM case;
(b) CPU time for the PDM case.

Table 1. Characteristics of the case study networks used for the performance test.

Network
ID np nt nj n f

Head-Loss
Model Used hmin

i (m) hser
i (m) Total Required

Demand (L/s)

N1 12 9 8 1 HW 0 10 208.1
N2 34 24 23 1 HW 10 30 282
N3 71 46 45 1 HW 5 20 88.82
N4 108 70 67 3 HW 5 90 535
N5 317 272 268 4 HW 5 80 406.94

Note: HW: Hazen-Williams.
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It is interesting to note that the computational time difference for both scenarios is not much,
thus, the computational efficiency of the PDM is considered favorable because of its usefulness in
portraying the behavior of WSNs. It is also noticed that these depend on the network data and the
network boundary conditions (i.e., in the supplied hser

i and hmin
i for each network for the PDM case).

More importantly, the objective of this work was to investigate and analyze the influence a PDD
function has on background leakage estimate in order to improve the leakage detection algorithm
developed in Adedeji et al. [21]. Comparing the proposed PDM solution to other PDM solutions in the
literature will be addressed in the future research papers.

4. Conclusions

This study appraises the effect of a pressure-dependent demand on the background leakage
estimation utilizing two WSNs as numerical cases. The results presented demonstrate that the reliance
of the nodal demand on the available pressure head at the node impacts the magnitude of the
background leakage flow at the pipe and node level. While the DDM analysis is faster to compute
as compared to the PDM case, it is important to note that the computational efficiency of the PDM is
favorable considering its usefulness in portraying the real behavior of water supply networks. It is
envisaged that this analysis may be fundamental for background leakage estimation for networks
operating under pressure-deficient conditions. Finally, it is important to note that the leakage results
for the PDM case rely upon the available pressure head at the node. If the current pressure head at
the node is adequate to completely fulfill consumer demand, the upper boundary condition of the
PDD function is satisfied, and subsequently, the magnitude of the leakage flow at the node and pipe
level, for PDM analysis, will be the same as that of the conventional demand-driven modeling analysis.
This is also subject to the size of the network as well as the network boundary conditions.
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Appendix A. Continuation of the PDM with Background Leakage Model Derivation

Starting from Equation (4), the matrices A f and As are derived from the network topological
incidence matrix A expressed as

Aij =


+1 if the flow in pipe j is leaving node i

−1 if the flow in pipe j is entering node i

0 if pipe j is not connected to node i.

(A1)

From Equation (5), the elements of qnl may be computed using the topological incidence matrix as

qnl =
1
2

ψ[qj−leak] =
1
2

ψ


q1−leak

...

...
qnp−leak

 , (A2)
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where
ψ = |A|. (A3)

It should be noted that background leakage flow runs continuously along the length of a pipe.
Therefore, if the vector of the leakage flow rate along the pipe is denoted by qj−leak, then qj−leak may be
expressed [26] as

qj−leak =

{
β jLj(hj)

δ if hj > 0

0 if hj ≤ 0.
(A4)

Thus, the vector hj may be computed using the topological incidence matrix as

hj =
1
2

ψTh, (A5)

where β j is an empirical constant relating to background leakage parameter of the jth pipe, Lj is the
length of the jth pipe, δ denotes the leakage-pressure exponent reported to be equivalent to 1.18 for
background leakage [26], and hj is the pressure head vector in pipe j computed as the mean of the
pressure head values at its end nodes.

From Equation (6), the Jacobian matrix J of the function in (6) may be expressed as

J =

N −AT
s

As (N1 + Nlk)

 , (A6)

where N1 is a diagonal matrix of size (nj × nj) and Nlk is a diagonal matrix of size (nj × nj).
In (A6), N is expressed as N = diag(αk|Q|α−1), a diagonal matrix of dimensions (np × np).

The elements of N are the partial derivatives of the head loss relation (excluding minor loss due to
valves) with respect to q. Likewise, N1 is a diagonal matrix of dimensions (nj × nj) whose elements
are the partial derivatives of the pressure-dependent demand (PDD) function in (2) with respect to the
nodal pressure head. For a node i, N1 may be expressed as

N1(i) =


0 if hi ≥ hser

i

1
2 qrq

i
(hi−hmin

i )−
1
2

(hser
i −hmin

i )
1
2

if hmin
i < hi < hser

i

0 if hi ≤ hmin
i

. (A7)

In addition, in Equation (A6), Nlk is a diagonal matrix of size (nj × nj) whose elements are the
derivatives of the nodal leakage vector qnl . The allocation of the leakage flow is such that half of the
total leakage flow from the pipe occurs at the end nodes. Thus, the elements of Nlk are computed from
derivatives of qj−leak with respect to hj. The matrix Nlk for a node i may be expressed as

Nlk(i,i) =
1
2

ψ[
d

dhj
qj−leak] =

1
2

ψ



d
dhj

q1−leak

...

...
d

dhj
qnp−leak

 , (A8)

where
d

dhj
qj−leak =

{
δβ jLj(hj)

δ−1 if hj > 0

0 if hj ≤ 0.
(A9)
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Therefore, when Newton–Raphson method is applied to Equation (6) at each iteration “k” the
application of the NR method givesN −AT

s

As (N1 + Nlk)


q(k) − q(k+1)

h(k) − h(k+1)

 =

 E −AT
s

As 0


q(k)

h(k)

+

 −AT
f h f

c(h(k)) + qnl

 . (A10)

From (A10), it is possible to write

AT
s h(k+1) − Nq(k+1) + (N − E)q(k) + AT

f h f = 0 (A11)

and
(N1 + Nlk)(h(k) − h(k+1))− Asq(k+1) = c(h(k)) + qnl . (A12)

Multiplying both sides of (A11) by AsN−1, it is possible to write

AsN−1 AT
s h(k+1) − Asq(k+1) + AsN−1(N − E)q(k) + AsN−1 AT

f h f = 0. (A13)

Therefore, the estimate of the nodal head may be obtained by substituting −Asq(k+1) = c(h(k)) +
qnl − (N1 + Nlk)(h(k) − h(k+1)) in (A12) into (A13) and replacing AsN−1 AT

s by a matrix B as

h(k+1) = (B + N1 + Nlk)
−1
[
−{Asq(k) + (c(h(k)) + qnl)}+ (N1 + Nlk)h

(k) + As N−1
(

Eq(k) − AT
f h f

)]
. (A14)

Moreover, the estimate of the flow in each pipe may be extracted from Equation (A11) as

q(k+1) = q(k) − N−1
(

Eq(k) − AT
s h(k+1) − AT

f h f

)
. (A15)
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